
  

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Assessment of Strong and Weak Influence Tactics in Couples’ Conflict 

Conversations through Computer Based Language Programs  

 

Kristin Wolfe Fogle, Psy.D. 

Mentor: Keith Sanford, Ph.D. 

 

The goal of this study was to investigate the reliability and validity of a new 

method of assessment of communication strategies for influencing the other person 

during couples’ conflict conversations using the language-based computer programs 

LIWC, a word counting program, and LSA, a latent semantic analysis program.  Two 

dimensions of influence tactics were expected: strong influence tactics, such as 

demanding or telling, and weak influence tactics, such as hinting or flattering.  Videos of 

82 couples’ conflict conversations from previous studies by Dr. Keith Sanford were re-

coded and assessed for strong and weak influence tactics using LIWC, LSA, and 

observational coding.  Influence tactics measured through the computer programs were 

found to weakly relate to influence tactics measured through observational coding.  

Reliability of influence tactic use was found to be weak for computer-based influence 

tactics.  Some significant associations were discovered between influence tactics and 

marital satisfaction and communication behaviors.  Compositional effects were found for 

several of the relationships.  Limitations and future research directions are discussed.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

To gain understanding of conflict in couples’ relationships, it is essential to assess 

power, or the ability one person has to influence the other person’s actions (Kipnis, 

2001).  The way individuals attempt to gain power in a romantic relationship has been 

shown to relate to important relationship issues related such as gender and gender role 

orientation (Howard, Blumstein, & Schwartz, 1986; Zvonkovic, Schmiege, & Hall, 

1994), education, marital satisfaction (e.g. Zvonkovic et al.1994), coerciveness, 

commitment to the relationship (Godwin & Scanzoni, 1989), value for one's partner 

(O'Neal, Kipnis, & Craig, 1994), physical violence (Babcock, Waltz, Jacobson, & 

Gottman, 1993), stress hormone levels (Loving, Heffner, Kiecolt-Glaser, Glaser, & 

Malarkey, 2004), and couple's therapy outcome (Baucom, Atkins, Simpson, & 

Christensen, 2009).  Recent research has identified new techniques for assessing power in 

relationships through the language that couples use during conflict conversations.  These 

techniques are both innovative and promising in their ability to provide an accurate 

assessment.  However, these techniques are still relatively new and untested, and there is 

a need to clarify exactly what they are measuring as well as investigate the validity of the 

measures. 

 

Power and Influence Tactic Strength 

 

One particularly promising approach to understanding power is based on Kipnis 

and colleagues’ (1980, 1982, 1985) strength of influence tactic theory.  Kipnis, Schmidt 

and Wilkinson (1980) developed this theory to desribe and classify the ways that people 
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attempt to influence others, or gain power over others, during conversations.  By focusing 

on characteristics that differentiate between attempts to influence another person, Kipnis 

and Schmidt (1985) grouped influence tactics according to "strength."  Strength is 

conceptualized as "how much freedom a tactic leaves the target to decide to either yield 

to or resist the influence attempt" (Bruins, 1999, p.  11).  Assessments of influence tactic 

strength and the effects of those power attempts on both members of a couple can be used 

to investigate power in varied situations. By focusing on the strength of the influence 

tactic used, researchers can investigate power in numerous situations, regardless of a 

person's goal or specific technique utilized (Kipnis, 2001).  Researchers have found that 

influence tactics relate to a wide variety of important constructs, including a person's self-

esteem (Raven, 1992), attractiveness, education, gender role ideology (Zvonkovic et al., 

1994), leadership style (Deluga & Souza, 1991), and Machiavellan personality 

characteristics (Vecchio & Sussman, 1991).   

Power as measured through influence tactics is therefore an important construct 

that is useful to assess and understand.  Researchers have found that the relationship 

between the two members of the couple relates to the use of and response to influence 

attempts.  People appear to exhibit a general preference for weak tactics over strong 

tactics, possibly because strong influence tactics are perceived as less friendly and 

therefore are more likely to cause strain in the relationship (van Knippenberg & 

Steensma, 2003, Yukl and Falbe, 1990; Yukl & Tracy, 1992).  Indeed, weak influence 

tactics are more effective than strong influence tactics in achieving the desired response 

from the other person (Falbe & Yukl, 1992).  This may be important for a couples’ 

therapist to know and understand in order to work with couples who have frequent 

conflicts.   
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Van Knippenberg and Steensma (2003) found that people are less likely to use 

influence tactics in general, and specifically less likely to use strong influence tactics, 

when they expect a future relationship with another person compared to when they do not 

expect to interact again.  People also use less strong influence tactics when they feel 

dependent on the other individual (Howard et al., 1986).  This could have important 

implications in couples’ relationships, because it suggests that if one member of a couple 

is highly dependent on the other person, they will not use frequent influence attempts.  

This allows the other person to have the power in the relationship and will plausibly have 

effects on relationship satisfaction as well.   

Individuals tended to use influence tactics more frequently if they felt treated 

unfairly by the target (van Knippenberg, van Knippenberg, Blauuw, & Vermunt, 1999).  

Participants also used strong influence tactics more frequently when resistance was 

anticipated or when they believed the other person's behavior violated social norms 

(Kipnis & Schmidt, 1985).  Couples who have frequent conflict may resort to using 

strong influence tactics if they anticipate resistance from the partner.  This has 

implications for researchers and clinicians when trying to work with and understand 

couples who are potentially heading toward divorce.  Using strong influence tactics does 

not preclude one from using weak influence tactics.  In fact, combining strong and weak 

tactics has been found to be more influential than using multiple strong tactics, although 

not significantly different from using a single weak tactic (Falbe & Yukl, 1992).  This 

suggests that in some instances, such as when combined with weak influence tactics, 

strong influence tactics can help lead to a successful influence attempt, but it is unknown 

what effects this has on the relationship.   
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Taken together, research has revealed that weak influence tactics are generally 

more effective and preferred, especially when a future relationship is expected with the 

other person. Strong influence tactics are used more frequently when individuals feel 

treated unfairly or anticipate resistance, and are generally less successful than weak 

influence attempts.  In order to gain stronger insight into the role of power in romantic 

relationships, it is important that researchers continue investigations on this construct and 

how influence tactics are used within couples’ conflict conversations. 

 

Definitions and Terminology 

 

Cromwell and Olson (1975) classified power into three domains: power bases, 

outcome power and power processes.  Power bases include resources that one spouse 

possesses that provide influence over the other person such as economic resources, racial 

privileges, gender, attractiveness, and education (Baucom, Atkins, & Christensen, 2009; 

Cromwell & Olson, 1975).  Outcome power refers to the ability to have the final say in a 

decision-making process.  Power processes are the interaction techniques used by spouses 

in attempt to gain control over the other person (Cromwell & Olson, 1975).  Spouses 

utilize power processes when they would like to influence their spouse in some way, such 

as when a conflict arises or a decision needs to be made.  Kipnis and Schmidt's (1985) 

theory can be viewed as a specific way to assess and understand the domain of power 

processes.  In 1983, Gray-Little and Burks noted that researchers needed to focus more 

on power processes and therefore, influence tactics.   

Kipnis (2001) defines influence as any attempt to change the behavior of another 

person.  Strong influence tactics leave the other person very little freedom to make their 

own decision about whether or not to comply, and are relatively controlling and coercive 
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(van Knippenberg, van Eijenberg, & Wilke, 1999).  They involve the use of authority, 

demanding, shouting, and assertiveness (Kipnis & Schmidt, 1985) as well as pressure, 

coalition, legitimating, and blocking (van Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003).  Weak 

influence tactics, on the other hand, leave the other person more freedom to decide their 

response.  Weak influence tactics are more collaborative, and include the use of personal 

power and power sharing.  They involve using flattery, acting nice, or hinting in order to 

get one's way (Kipnis & Schmidt, 1985), as well as ingratiation, inspirational appeals, 

and rationality (van Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003).  (Kipnis and his colleagues [1980, 

1985, 2001] actually use the terms “hard” and “soft” rather than “strong” and “weak,” 

respectively, in their studies.)   

The model used to understand influence tactics has changed slightly over the 

years.  Kipnis and Schmidt (1985) originally grouped  influence tactics into "strong," 

"weak," and "rational'' categories.  However, subsequent researchers have subsumed the 

rational dimension within the weak influence tactics category and focused on the strong 

and weak dimensions of influence tactics (i.e.  Lamude, 1994; McFarland, Ryan, & 

Kriska, 2002).  Grouping the influence tactics in this way highlights the primary way in 

which influence attempts differ (van Knippenberg et.  al., 1999).  Van Knippenberg et al. 

(1999) found that both rationality and exchange as influence tactics were considered to be 

"weak tactics" by independent raters, and their rated strength was significantly different 

than the strength of the strong tactics.  Bruins (1996) also found that the strong/weak 

dimension was the main dimension on which influence tactics can be discriminated from 

each other.  Thus, assessing strong and weak influence tactics appears to be the most 

accurate and informative method of understanding influence tactics.  
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Other researchers have separately come up with very similar theories of power 

processes.  Howard et al. (1986) studied power in marital relationships, and found that 

power processes in their study were best described using the “strong” and weak” 

dimensions of power.  Falbo and Peplau (1980) also developed a theory for classifying 

power processes in romantic relationships that includes concepts similar to '''strong'' and 

''weak.''  Their theory includes the dimensions of directness and bilaterality.  Direct 

influence tactics include asking, telling, or other strategies in which it is obvious what the 

individual would like the spouse to do, whereas indirect strategies include changes in 

affect, hinting, and other more oblique methods of influence.  Bilateral strategies are 

interactive and include techniques such as bargaining and persuading, while unilateral 

strategies include withdrawing, telling, and other strategies in which the person simply 

does what he or she wants to do.  Subsequent researchers have found these dimensions to 

be somewhat superfluous, however.  Howard et al. (1986) note that classifying tactics on 

both  bilaterality and directness would not add to the understanding of their data; in fact, 

it would have led to inaccurate predictions.  Thus, classifying influence techniques based 

on strong and weak dimensions appears to be a useful and parsimonious measurement 

technique. 

 

Early Approaches toward Assessment of Influence Tactics 

 

Much of the research investigating strength of influence strategies is based on 

self-report data.  However, the most rigorously tested self-report questionnaires about 

strength of influence tactics were developed for use in the workplace, and are not 

applicable to romantic relationships (i.e.  Kipnis & Schmidt, 1982; Schreisheim & 

Hinkin, 1990).   
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Self-report measures may be less sensitive to the effect of some variables, such as 

gender, than other techniques such as direct observation (Carli, 1999).  Conflicting results 

do exist for the correlation between gender and the use of influence tactics when self- 

report methods have been used.  Howard et al. (1986) interviewed members of romantic 

relationships and found that the gender of a person's partner had significant effects on a 

person's use of weak influence tactics.  When a person was trying to influence a male, 

weak techniques were used more often.  In contrast, Zvonkovic et al. (1994) used self-

report questionnaires to investigate family decision-making and found that the gender of 

either partner did not significantly affect the type of influence strategy used.  It is 

therefore important to continue to investigate the role of gender in influence strategies 

through multiple methods.   

Self-report scales are also prone to biases such as social desirability and may 

mask true relationships between variables (Crampton & Wagner, 1994).  Individuals may 

not accurately recall past situations, or they may respond to questions in a way that puts 

themselves in a more positive light than their spouse (Sanford, 2009).  In addition, 

spouses may respond to the questions based on overall feelings about the relationship, 

rather than responding individually to specific questions.  Indeed, Sanford (2005) found 

that global attributions were more predictive of husbands’ self-reported emotion during 

conflict, meaning that husbands tended to respond to the individual conflict situation 

based on their feelings toward the relationship as a whole rather than the current 

situation.  Conversely, wives tended to uniquely respond to each individual situation and 

report their emotion based more on the current conflict rather than their overall feelings 

about the relationship (Sanford, 2005).  In addition, couples frequently report equal 

power when using self-report methods, although they may not behave as though they 
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have equal power (McDonald, 1980; Sexton & Perlman, 1989).  Therefore, self-report 

data may be biased in ways that cannot easily be overcome.  For all of these reasons, 

although self-report data has yielded valuable information, it is useful to have 

collaborating measurements.   

Observational coding and experimental research are other strategies that have 

been used to measure influence tactics.  Observational coding requires significant training 

of multiple coders to establish sufficient reliability.  The training as well as the actual 

coding can require a great deal of time and resources.   

Some researchers have been able to manipulate power in experimental research, 

but this has not yet been attempted when examining couples’ conflict conversations.  Van 

Knippenberg and Steensma (2003) created an artificial situation in which power bases 

and aspects of a relationship between two participants were experimentally manipulated, 

and then allowed participants to choose between strong and weak influence tactics.  

These experiments revealed that expectations of a future relationship with another person 

caused participants to use fewer total influence tactics and especially fewer strong 

influence tactics (van Knippenberg and Steensma, 2003).  However, these researchers 

studied power between people who were previously strangers, and a similar design does 

not seem feasible when assessing romantic relationships. 

Each of the current methods of assessment has benefits, but due to the difficulties 

inherent in each, one technique should not be used as the sole method of collecting data.  

In order to obtain high validity, multi-method assessment of couples’ conflict is 

necessary.  This is not always feasible with the currently available methods of 

assessment, and therefore another valid and reliable measure of influence tactics in 

couples’ conflict interactions would be an important addition to the field of research.   
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Advancements in the Assessment of Influence Tactics: 

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 

 

Assessing the language used by each member of a couple within a conflict 

conversation appears to be a promising new method for assessing power processes in 

couple conflict.  Language can be measured through either a “top down” or “bottom up” 

approach: a “top down” approach explores the use of words within the context of 

previously defined categories of words, whereas a “bottom up” approach looks at how 

words vary together across large samples of text and develops categories based on usage 

(Pennebaker, Mehl, & Neiderhoffer, 2003). 

The “top down” approach involves counting words that a person uses, and it is 

based on the assumption that people’s words contain information above and beyond the 

literal and semantic content (Pennebaker et al., 2003).  The program Linguistic Inquiry 

and Word Count (LIWC) is a computer-based word counting program that has been 

commonly used in many domains to measure word counts (LIWC; Pennebaker, Francis, 

& Booth, 2001).  LIWC uses a set of language categories to count specific categories of 

words within a written document.  LIWC counts the relative frequencies of a category of 

words within a text and then generates a score that is the relative percentage of total 

words that consists of words from this category.  This program has been used to analyze 

linguistics in multiple types of text, including on-line conversations (Cassell & Tversky, 

2005), diaries (Pennebaker & King, 1999), as well as transcripts of couple's conflict 

conversations (Fogle & Sanford, 2009; Sillars, Shellen, McIntosh, & Pomegranate, 1997; 

Simmons, Gordon, & Chambless, 2005; Williams-Baucom et al., 2010).  When LIWC 

has been used in the analysis of couple’s conversations, it has revealed that the words 

which partners use during conflict are related to their observed communication styles as 
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well as marital satisfaction (Sillars et al., 1997; Simmons et al., 2005; Williams-Baucom 

et al., 2010).  In addition, word count during a conversation with one's partner relates to 

length of marriage, traditional beliefs, and joint vs. individual identity (Sillars et al., 

1997; Simmons et al., 2005; Williams-Baucom et al., 2010).  Another strong finding has 

been the use of the pronoun "we" and other related first person plural pronouns positively 

relate to commitment to the relationship, relationship satisfaction, and communication 

behaviors (Agnew et al., 1998; Fogle & Sanford, 2009; Sillars et al., 1997; Simmons et 

al., 2005).  Word counts are therefore a meaningful and important method of measuring 

couple’s interactions.  In addition, word counts as measured by LIWC appear to be 

generally stable across time and conversation topic (Fogle & Sanford, 2009; Pennebaker 

et al., 2003). 

Baucom (2008) conducted an extremely important and relevant study regarding 

the computer-based assessment of influence tactics in couples’ conflict conversations.  

His study was revolutionary because he attempted to meet the need for an alternate 

method of assessing influence tactics within conflict conversations.  He developed and 

tested a method for measuring influence tactics using both LIWC and LSA. This study 

therefore took an important first step in addressing the need for a new method of 

measuring influence tactics.  However, he did not attempt to measure the validity of the 

computer-based methods as measures of influence tactics. The study compared influence 

tactics as measured by LIWC and LSA with other constructs, such as marital satisfaction, 

without specifically attempting to verify the validity of the influence tactics as measured 

by LIWC and LSA.  Thus, before the methods he developed can be used in further 

research, it is important to specifically attempt to verify their validity as measures of 

influence tactics in an empirical study.  
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In order to measure influence tactics using LIWC, Baucom (2008) developed the 

method of measuring interruptions and hedges within couples’ conflict conversations.  

Interruptions involve cutting off the other person’s speech when they are not finished, 

and hedges refer to statements such as “like,” “you know,” and “um” that convey some 

hesitation or uncertainty during speech.  Hedges were measured by counting the number 

of these statements by each person using a transcript of the conversation.  Interruptions 

were coded by research assistants as they watched a video of the conversation, and 

indicated accordingly in the transcript. These indications were then counted by LIWC.  

Baucom (2008) found that interruptions were negatively associated with hedges.  He also 

reported interruptions were significantly associated with demandingness, which can be 

considered a strong influence tactic.  In contrast, hedges were negatively associated with 

demandingness.  The use of hedges also positively correlated with actor relationship 

satisfaction in one sample.   

Based on the strength of influence tactics theory, word count scores should be a 

valid measure of both strong and weak influence tactics.  Interruptions appear to be a 

logical measure of strong influence tactics, as interrupting the other person more 

frequently allows them less freedom to respond.  This has been confirmed in previous 

research, although only when power has been operationalized in terms of bases and 

outcomes: Kollock, Blumstein, and Schwartz (1985) found that powerful people interrupt 

significantly more than less powerful people.  This finding has been replicated in the 

marital relationship by Dunbar and Burgoon (2004).  Overall, the data are consistent with 

the theory that interruptions (strong word count scores) are a good measure of strong 

influence tactics, but additional research is necessary to further understand and confirm 

this. 
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Hedges should be a valid indicator of weak influence tactics, as they convey more 

hesitation in one’s position and leave the other person more freedom to respond.  Lower 

power has been associated with more frequent use of both weak influence tactics and 

hedges (Areni & Sparks, 2005; Howard et al., 1986, Kipnis & Schmidt, 1985).  The 

positive correlation between hedges and actor relationship satisfaction in Baucom’s 

(2008) study suggests that the relationship between hedges and relationship satisfaction is 

consistent with the relationship between weak influence tactics and relationship 

satisfaction, although replication is necessary to confirm this association.  Thus, there is 

some support for the idea that hedges (weak word count scores) measure weak influence 

tactics.   

Although the directions of his results aligned with the theoretical hypotheses, 

some of the relationships between word count scores and other constructs in Baucom’s 

(2008) study were significant in one sample and non-significant in the other.  These 

relationships, such as the association between weak hedges and relationship satisfaction, 

and the relationship between hedges and demandingness, are important and need clarified 

(Baucom, 2008).  The results need to be replicated in order to confirm that his findings 

were not just a result of the sample or due to chance.  Additionally, Baucom (2008) 

analyzed strong and weak word count scores at a couple, rather than individual, level.  

However, partners can vary in terms of their individual use of influence tactics, and the 

effects of influence tactics on each of them can be quite different.  This may be one 

reason why some of the results were non-significant.  Therefore, it is necessary to 

investigate both the use and effects of word counts at an individual level.   
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Advancements in the Assessment of Influence Tactics: Latent Semantic Analysis 

 

Another method that has been utilized to measure language during conversations 

is the “bottom up” process of latent semantic analysis, or LSA (LSA; Landauer & 

Dumais, 1997).  LSA uses a mathematical matrix decomposition technique similar to 

factor analysis to compare two passages of text for similarity in the meaning of words, or 

semantic meaning (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998a).  Landauer et al. (1998a) note that 

it is important to be aware that LSA's similarity estimates are not simple correlations or 

frequencies, but instead are based on mathematical analysis that is able to correctly infer 

deeper relationships between words.  LSA has been used to grade essays on a variety of 

subjects, by using an expert's essay as the text passage and comparing it with student 

essays (Landauer, Laham, & Foltz, 1998b).  Semantic meaning scores correlated 

significantly better with the scores given by individual expert graders than the experts' 

scores correlated with each other.  In addition, researchers have successfully used LSA to 

study a number of diverse topics.  Researchers have used LSA to differentiate between 

the language of people with schizophrenia and their unaffected relatives (Elvevåg, Foltz, 

Rosenstein, & DeLisi, 2010), discern the relationship between gender stereotypes and 

narrowness of words used (Lenton, Sedikides, & Bruder, 2009), and examine topics on 

social networking sites (Liu, Maes, & Davenport, 2009).  This computer program appears 

to be a reliable and valid method of discerning subtle differences in language use, 

including the use of strong and weak influence tactics.   

Baucom, Atkins, and Christensen (2009) utilized LSA when investigating the 

relationship between power processes in couples and their response to couple’s therapy.  

This study was comprised of distressed married couples who completed self-report 

questionnaires and participated in videotaped discussions with each other prior to 
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treatment and two years post-treatment.  LSA was used to assess strong and weak 

influence tactics and then compared to treatment response.  The use of weak semantic 

meaning words was significantly associated with positive treatment response to 

Integrative Behavioral Couple's Therapy (IBCT).  Conversely, the use of strong semantic 

meaning words was associated with a lower response to treatment for moderately 

distressed couples (Baucom, Atkins, Simpson, & Christensen, 2009).   

 

The Need for Further Investigation 

 

Because language use relates to many aspects of a relationship, measuring a 

couple's language by both word count (top down) and latent semantic analysis (bottom 

up) approaches is likely to serve as a a valuable indicator of the influence tactics used 

within conflict conversations.  Baucom (2008) and his colleagues were revolutionary in 

using linguistic analysis to measure couple's influence tactics, and their findings were an 

important contribution to the literature.  However, their research utilized LIWC and LSA 

without establishing the validity of using these methods to measure power processes.  

Thus, both word counts and semantic meanings need to be established as valid measures 

of influence tactics within couple’s conflict conversations.  If these are valid measures of 

power, they should meet the following three criteria: (1) validity through a multi-trait 

multi-method matrix; (2) convergent validity with theoretical variables related to power 

including marital satisfaction and communication behaviors; and (3) reliability across 

conversations.   

 

Multi-Trait Multi-Method Matrix Validity 

 

The multi-trait multi-method matrix approach requires the measure of the 

construct being investigated by multiple methods, and then comparing the results 
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between the different methods of measurement (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).  If the 

measurement is valid, the multiple measurements of the construct should correlate with 

each other (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).  To obtain multi-trait multi-method validity in the 

current study, strong and weak word count scores should correlate with strong and weak 

semantic meaning scores, and influence tactics as measured by both programs should 

correlate with observationally coded assessments of strong and weak influence tactics.   

Baucom's (2008) study did not measure some important between-variable 

relationships such as the correlations between strong word count scores and strong 

semantic meaning scores, nor the correlation between weak word count scores and weak 

semantic meaning scores.  Therefore, we do not know how similar these methods are and 

whether they measure similar or different constructs.  The relationship between these 

variables as measured by each technique could have important implications for the 

validity of this assessment technique.  If the correlations are high, both techniques likely 

measure the same process and it may be unnecessary for future researchers to utilize both 

methods.  If the correlations are lower, it may indicate that the different methods of 

assessment are tapping into different aspects of the constructs. Of course, low 

correlations may also indicate these are not valid measures.  

 

Compositional Effects 

 

 In considering the proposed convergent relationships described above, there are 

two types of effects that could occur.  It is expected that these relationships will show 

significant within-person effects, meaning that the correlations will be significant when 

measured within each conversation.  For example, a wife's use of strong influence tactics 

may fluctuate across conversations, depending on her topic, her mood, or other factors 
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during each individual conversation.  If strong word count scores and strong semantic 

meaning scores are both accurately capturing strong influence tactics, we would expect 

that they would capture this fluctuation and thus vary together at the within-person level.  

Thus, the wife's strong word count score in conversation one would predict her strong 

semantic meaning score in conversation one better than her average, or characteristic, 

strong word count score.   

 However, it is also possible that these relationships could show compositional 

effects.  A compositional effect occurs when the between-person effects are significant, 

after controlling for within-person effects.  Compositional effects would occur if the 

wife's characteristic strong word count score predicts her strong semantic meaning score 

in a specific conversation better than her strong word count score in that specific 

conversation.  When a compositional effect occurs, it suggests that the constructs 

involved are related to each other, but do not co-vary in each individual conversation as 

might be expected.  It suggests that there is some reason that an independent variable 

does not predict a dependent variable within a conversation, but is able to significantly 

predict the dependent variable when characteristic use of the independent variable is 

measured across conversations.  Using the previous example, a compositional effect 

would occur when an average of strong word count scores across several conversations is 

needed to get a strong predictive measure of strong semantic meaning score.  Thus, 

compositional effects are important to investigate in order to fully explore the 

associations between variables.  Compositional effects of influence tactic behaviors in 

couples’ conflict conversations have not been investigated in previous research.  
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Reliability 

 

Another important topic to investigate is the reliability of these measures and 

influence tactic use across conversations.  Kipnis and Cooke (1986) analyzed multiple 

therapy sessions for influence tactics, and found that therapists’ self-reported influence 

tactic use is reliable across time.  Previous research has also shown that language use 

tends to be relatively stable over time, with Cronbach's alphas ranging from 0.64 to as 

high as 0.91 for an individual's use of different language elements across multiple 

conversations (Fogle & Sanford, 2009; Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003).  Test-

retest reliability has not yet been tested for word count scores or semantic meaning scores 

across couples' conflict conversations.  Test-retest reliability examines how much the 

construct changes over time.  Because language use tends to be relatively stable across 

time, test-retest reliability should be high for these constructs, particularly when the 

interval between conversations is brief.  If language use is found to be reliable across 

conversations, this indicates that strong and weak influence tactics are a relatively stable 

construct across time.  If reliability is lower, it may indicate that influence tactic use is 

more variable and depends on other factors, such as the topic being discussed or a 

person’s current emotion.  Thus, understanding the reliability of word count scores and 

semantic meaning scores over time is important in continuing to flesh out the theoretical 

model. 

 

Marital Satisfaction 

 

Relationship satisfaction can be used in order to investigate the convergent 

validity of these measures.  According to the strengths of influence tactics theory, 

relationship satisfaction should relate to influence tactics.  Schwarzwald, Koslowsky, and 
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Izhak-Nir (2008), using self-report methods, found that strong influence tactics are 

related to lower marital satisfaction in both actor and partner.  Howard et al. (1986) 

reported that when people have high commitment to the relationship, they use more weak 

influence tactics.  Also, strong influence tactics are perceived as less friendly than weak 

influence tactics and therefore are more likely to cause strain in the relationship for both 

the actor and the partner (van Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003, Yukl and Falbe, 1990; 

Yukl & Tracy, 1992).  However, Baucom (2008) found a significant correlation between 

relationship satisfaction and weak word count scores, but did not find a significant 

correlation between relationship satisfaction and strong word count score or semantic 

meaning score.  While this result is unexpected, it is unclear how Baucom (2008) 

measured marital satisfaction in his study.  It is possible that this correlation would be 

significant when using a reliable and valid measure of relationship satisfaction.  In 

addition, he only measured couple relationship satisfaction, and did not include separate 

measures for the actor and partner.  It is likely that a true relationship between 

satisfaction and influence tactics may have been hidden by using a measure of couple 

satisfaction rather than a measure of individual satisfaction for each actor and partner.  In 

addition, conclusions should not be drawn based only on one study. 

 

Communication Behaviors 

 

Both partners’ general communication behaviors during conflict should also 

correlate with their use of influence tactics.  Communication behaviors can be classified 

as positive or negative according to Gottman’s (1996) Rapid Couples Interaction Scoring 

System (RCISS).  Negative communication behaviors include complaints, contempt, 

criticisms, negative exaggerations, and statements made with a negative voice tone or 
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negative nonverbal cues.  Positive communication behaviors include compliments, 

displays of affection, and constructive, polite sharing of personal information such as 

desires, emotions, thoughts, and opinions.   

Based on the strengths of influence tactics theory, weak influence tactics should 

positively correlate with positive communication, and strong influence tactics should 

correlate with negative communication.  People appear to exhibit a general preference for 

weak tactics over strong tactics because they appear friendlier, thus suggesting they are 

related to positive communication (van Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003).  When 

individuals use strong influence tactics, they place a strain on the relationship, suggesting 

they should correlate with negative communication for both partners (van Knippenberg & 

Steensma, 2003, Yukl and Falbe, 1990; Yukl & Tracy, 1992).  However, the correlations 

should be low enough to suggest that influence tactics are different constructs than 

general communication behaviors.  Influence tactics have not yet been compared to a 

measure of general communication during a conflict conversation.  Understanding how 

influence tactics correlate with positive and negative communication behaviors will 

provide evidence for or against convergent validity of strong and weak influence tactics 

measured through LIWC and LSA.   

Compositional effects will be investigated for the associations between influence 

tactics and communication behaviors as well.  Although it has not been previously 

investigated, it is theoretically plausible that characteristic influence tactics may predict 

communication behaviors better than influence tactics within a particular conflict 

conversation.  Because previous research has shown that influence tactics are associated 

with constructs such as marital satisfaction (Zvonkivic et al. 1994) and value for one’s 

partner (O’Neal et al. 1994), it is possible that characteristic levels of influence tactics 
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lead to changes in communication behaviors in a specific conversation, regardless of the 

person’s specific influence tactics used in that conversation.   

 

Overview 

 

The current study examines the use of strong and weak influence tactics in 

couples’ conflict conversations.  An archival data set of videotaped couples’ conflict 

conversations and the corresponding self-report data was used.  The videos were re-coded 

for observed strong and weak tactics for the current study.  They were also transcribed 

and then analyzed using the LIWC and LSA programs.   

Our first hypothesis is that linguistic assessment will be a valid measurement of 

power processes in couple's conflict discussions using a multi-trait multi-method matrix 

approach.  Specifically, strong and weak influence tactics measured by LIWC (word 

count scores) are hypothesized to correlate with strong and weak influence tactics 

measured by LSA (semantic meaning scores).  Influence tactics measured by both 

programs should also correlate with observationally coded assessments of strong and 

weak influence tactics.  In addition, the correlations between the measures of the same 

constructs should correlate more strongly than the measures of different constructs, even 

if they are both assessed using the same method.  It is expected that these relationships 

will be at the within-person, rather than compositional, level.   

Reliability will be investigated as well, in order to gain insight into whether the 

use of influence tactics across conversations is stable or variable.  Our hypothesis is that 

influence tactics will be reliable across conversations.   

The relationship between influence tactics measured by computer-based language 

programs and marital satisfaction will be investigated.  Strong influence tactics are 
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expected to negatively correlate with marital satisfaction for both partners.  Weak 

influence tactics are expected to positively correlate with marital satisfaction for both 

partners.   

Finally, strong and weak influence tactics measured by computer-based language 

programs will be compared with general communication behaviors.  It is hypothesized 

that both the actor and partner will display more positive communication throughout the 

conversation when the actor used more frequent weak influence tactics.  We also predict 

that both partners will display more negative communication behaviors throughout the 

conversation when the actor used more frequent strong influence tactics.  These should 

reveal moderate correlations, because they should be measures of different but related 

constructs.  Again, it is hypothesized that these effects will occur at the within-person 

level.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Method 

 

 

Participants 

 

Participants included a sample of 82 recently married couples whose data were 

previously obtained (Sanford, 2006).  Sixty couples were recruited through letters sent to 

all couples under the age of 40 who had applied for marriage licenses in the previous two 

years in a medium-small Texas city.  The letters described the research study, invited 

couples to schedule two assessment sessions in a communications laboratory, and stated 

that the couples would receive $60.00 for their participation.  The first 60 couples that 

scheduled and kept both assessment appointments were included in this sample.  To 

reduce the potential risk of sampling bias, an additional 22 couples were recruited 

through a newspaper advertisement.  In a previous study, no significant differences were 

found between couples gathered from different recruitment methods on any major 

variables (Sanford, 2006).  The average age of participants was 26.48 years (SD = 6.72), 

and 49% had no children.  All participating couples had been married 3 years or less at 

the time of participating, 23% had been previously married, and 58% lived together prior 

to marriage.  The sample was 76% Caucasian, 16% Hispanic, 3% African-American, and 

5% other ethnicities.  The households had an average income of $40, 387 (SD = 

$21,606). 

 

Procedure 

 

Participants completed two assessment sessions, lasting between 1 and 1.5 hours, 

held at least two weeks apart, in which they engaged in several videotaped 
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communication exercises and completed a number of questionnaires.  All procedures 

were approved by the university’s institutional review board.  Seventy couples completed 

all four conversations, one couple completed three conversations, ten couples completed 

two, and one couple only completed one conversation.  During the first assessment 

session, couples were taken to separate rooms and given forms that instructed each 

participant to write a description of a recent incident “that illustrates an important 

unresolved issue in your relationship.”  After completing these forms, a copy of the 

wife’s incident was given to the husband and participants were told they were going to 

have a conversation about the wife’s incident.  Each person was given a pre-conversation 

questionnaire relating to thoughts and feelings about that particular incident.  After 

completing this questionnaire, the couple was reunited and asked to engage in a 10-

minute videotaped problem-solving conversation about that incident.  After this 

conversation, they were separated again, and the process was then repeated for the 

husband’s incident.  During the second assessment session, the same process was 

repeated with two changes.  First, each participant completed several measures related to 

general relationship functioning during this session, including a modified Dyadic 

Adjustment Scale (DAS; Spanier, 1976).  Second, the order of the conversations was 

reversed so that the husband’s incident was discussed prior to the wife’s incident.   

 

Measures 

 

Influence Tactics: Word Count   

 

 LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2001) was used to measure word counts as indicators of 

strong and weak influence tactics within couple conversations.  Six undergraduate 

research assistants watched the videotaped couple conversations and transcribed them 
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into a text document.  Each conversation transcript was separated into a unique text file 

for each partner in each conversation, resulting in a maximum of 4 files per person (two 

conversations in each of two assessment sessions).  Each unique file was then analyzed 

through LIWC using word categories created by Baucom (2008) for this purpose.  The 

LIWC category for weak influence tactics is printed in Appendix A and consists of a list 

of 71 words and phrases that can be considered hedges, including terms such as "I think," 

"you know," and "perhaps."  The proportion of hedges relative to overall word usage was 

calculated for each partner in each conversation, and this variable was then labeled “weak 

word count score.”  These proportions were also averaged across conversations to create 

an average weak word count score for each participant.  

Strong influence tactics were assessed through LIWC by counting interruptions in 

the conversation to create a “strong word count score."  Interruptions were denoted in the 

transcripts as “xinterruptsx.”  One or two word responses used as a form of passive 

interpersonal support did not count as interruptions, as suggested by Schegloff (1972).  

Coders were instructed to code an interruption when both partners spoke at the same 

time, when both did not initiate speaking at the same time, and when the interrupter 

initiated the interruption at least two syllables before the end of the initial speaker’s talk 

turn (Baucom, 2008; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974).  The end of a talk turn was 

considered the first possible place where the speaker role could naturally be transferred to 

the other person, such as by a pause or question (Baucom, 2008; Sacks et al., 1974).  

Interruptions in each conversation were coded in the transcripts and then counted using 

LIWC for each partner in each conversation to create a “strong word count score," as 

well as averaged across conversations to create an average strong word count score.   
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Influence Tactics: Latent Semantic Meaning   

 

 LSA is a mathematical and statistical computer-based program that was used to 

determine the contextual meaning of words and phrases used in the conflict conversations 

(Landauer et al., 1998a).  LSA accomplishes this by using a “semantic space,” a large 

compilation of text that was generated and analyzed by the creators of LSA, to learn the 

meanings of words.  LSA determines the meaning of words by analyzing the contexts 

that words appear in and are absent from in that semantic space.  First, a rectangular 

matrix is created where each row stands for a unique word, and each column stands for a 

text passage representing the given semantic space.  Each cell of the matrix contains the 

frequency with which the word (row) appears in the passage (column).  LSA then applies 

singular value decomposition to the matrix, creating an end result of a matrix that gives 

mathematical estimates of each word's importance as well as the degree to which a word 

provides information in the given selection of text.  This matrix can be thought of as 

creating values similar to factor loadings.  For example, suppose that a speaker said “I 

hate you” and “I detest you” repeatedly.  LSA would be able to determine that the words 

hate and detest meant similar things, or in other words, score highly on the same semantic 

factor.  Approximately 300 factors were created to represent the underlying meaning of 

words within the semantic space.  

LSA then uses these 300 semantic factors to compare samples of text for 

similarity.  Each text sample earns a score on each factor, with higher scores indicating 

greater presence of that factor in the text passage.  Then these measurements for each 

passage are combined into a single score by calculating a dot product (a representation of 

the magnitude and direction of the matrix that is created when two matrices are 
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combined) of the text samples’ factor scores.  The dot product for similar samples of text 

is higher than the dot product for dissimilar samples of text (Landauer, 1998a.)  

Sample text passages for strong and weak influence tactics were developed by 

Baucom (2008), containing words whose semantic meaning was indicative of strong or 

weak influence tactics.  Baucom (2008) developed these passages by asking twenty 

undergraduates to rate the strength of 81 influence tactics that have previously been used 

in other studies of influence tactics (e.g. Howard et al., 1986).  The possible scores 

ranged from 1 (Very strong) to 5 (Very weak).  Scores of 3.5 or higher were considered 

to be weak influence tactics and scores of 2.5 or lower were considered strong influence 

tactics.  Text passages for weak and strong influence tactics were then constructed from 

these tactics and their related words as determined by LSA and are reproduced in 

Appendix B.   

Conversation transcripts were compared with the strong and weak text passages 

through LSA using the “General Reading up to First Year College” semantic space with 

unlimited factors using a one-to-many comparison.  A dot product was calculated for 

each of these comparisons, and labeled as the “strong semantic meaning score” and 

“weak semantic meaning score" for each person in each conversation. 

 

Influence Tactics: Observation   

 

 Four power process codes from the System for Coding Interactions in Dyads 

(SCID; Malik & Lindahl, 1997) were used to code strong and weak influence tactics 

through an observational method.  The SCID was created to measure power dynamics in 

couples’ problem solving conversations and disagreements (Lindahl & Malik, 2000).  In 

particular, Malik and Lindahl (2004) note that the codes of Verbal Aggression, 
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Coerciveness, Attempts to Control, and Problem Solving Communication are designed to 

examine power process behaviors.  The SCID codes individual behavior related to power 

processes in the conversation on a 1 to 5 point Likert scale.  This coding system has been 

examined for reliability with multiple ages and ethnic groups.  In addition, it has been 

validated as a measure of concurrent power dynamics by comparing the results of the 

SCID with self-reported power dynamics, reports of concurrent domestic violence in the 

couple, and couple relationship satisfaction (Malik & Lindahl, 2004).  Malik and Lindahl 

(2004) recommend using elements of the coding system as needed rather than always 

using every code, and thus, four out of the nine individual codes in the SCID were 

utilized for this study.   

The four codes were divided into two dimensions (strong and weak) based on 

their theoretical descriptions.  These codes are Verbal Aggression, Coerciveness, 

Attempts to Control, and Problem Solving Communication.  The first three of these codes 

were used to represent the dimension of strong influence tactics, and the fourth code was 

used to represent weak influence tactics.  Verbal Aggression is a measure of insults, put-

downs, patronizing or blaming statements, and critical comments that are stated in an 

aggressive and demeaning manner. Coerciveness codes for threatening, intimidating, or 

manipulative statements or gestures that a partner uses to gain the upper hand in the 

interaction or change the other’s behavior. Attempts to Control is a measure of the 

frequency with which a partner makes direct, overt commands or demands that are meant 

to change the thoughts, feelings, and actions of the other.  This code is intended to 

capture behaviors that are exerted by one partner in an effort to control or domineer over 

the other.  These three codes conceptually represent strong influence tactics.  Problem 

Solving Communication was used to assess the degree to which partners are able to 
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discuss their own feelings and opinions in a constructive manner and the extent to which 

partner’s statements remain respectful, non-threatening, and nonjudgmental.  Thus, this 

code conceptually aligns with weak influence tactics, in which a person leaves the other 

person more room to respond. 

Videotapes were coded by a team of nine undergraduate research assistants.  To 

code a conversation, the procedure recommended by Lindahl and Malik (2000) was 

followed.  A research assistant watched the conversation three times and then rated each 

individual on a 5-point Likert scale for four codes.  Two to three research assistants 

watched and scored each conversation, and composite scores were created by averaging 

across all coders.  Each person’s composite scores on Attempts to Control, Coerciveness, 

and Verbal Aggression were combined to create a “strong observed behavior score."  For 

the individual’s “weak observed behavior score," the composite score from the Problem 

Solving Communication code was used.   

Before coding data for this study, research assistants completed a training module 

and were required to pass a written test pertaining to the coding manual and a video test 

that involved coding test videos comprised of couples that were not part of the present 

study.  After all videos were coded, inter-rater reliability for observed behavior scores 

was calculated using the Hierarchal Linear Modeling software program (Raudenbush, 

Bryk, & Congdon, 2004).  In order to investigate the reliability between coders, each 

conversation was considered a separate case and each score produced by an individual 

coder was considered an indicator.  In this way, true variance was defined as including 

both variance between people and within-person variance between conversations, and 

error variance was defined as variance between coders.  Inter-rater reliability for strong 
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influence tactics was 0.65 for husbands and 0.73 for wives.  For weak influence tactics, 

inter-rater reliability was 0.74 for both husbands and wives.  

 

Relationship Satisfaction 

 

 A shortened version of the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS; Spanier, 1976) was 

used to measure each participant’s relationship satisfaction.  The original DAS is a 32-

item Likert-style self-report questionnaire that is considered a global measure of spouses' 

perceptions of their relationship adjustment.  Graham (2006) found that the DAS can 

distinguish between distressed and non-distressed couples and also predict the likelihood 

of divorce.  The version used in the current study consisted of seven items selected to be 

most representative of marital satisfaction.  Within the present study, the husbands' mean 

satisfaction was 4.90 (SD = .62), and the wives' mean satisfaction was 4.85 (SD = 0.63).  

Reliability for husbands was 0.79 and for wives was 0.80.   

 

Positive and Negative Communication Behaviors 

 

 A team of undergraduate research assistants previously coded these videotapes for 

another study using terminology derived from Gottman’s (1996) Rapid Couples 

Interaction Scoring System (RCISS) that defined both positive and negative 

communication behaviors.  Each conversation was coded by four to six undergraduate 

research assistants who had completed training on the RCISS coding system.   

According to the RCISS, negative communication behaviors include complaints, 

contempt, criticisms, negative exaggerations, and statements made with a negative voice 

tone or negative nonverbal cues (Gottman, 1996).  Positive communication behaviors 

include compliments, displays of affection, and constructive, polite sharing of personal 

information such as desires, emotions, thoughts, and opinions (Gottman, 1996).  For each 
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minute of conversation, each spouse was assigned one score for negative communication 

behaviors (0 = none, 1 = mild, and 2 = strong) and one score for positive communication 

behaviors (0 = none, 1 = mild, and 2 = strong).  Scores for each type of communication 

were then averaged together across the entire conversation for each individual to produce 

total scores for positive and negative communication behavior.  After coding was 

completed, composite scores were calculated for each conversation by averaging the 

individual total scores produced by the different research assistants. These were then 

averaged and standardized to create one mean positive communication behaviors score 

and one mean negative communication behaviors score for each person.  Reliability was 

calculated using HLM software in the same way as it was for the SCID, by considering 

each conversation as a separate case and each composite score produced by an individual 

coder as an indicator, in order to distinguish true (within- and between-persons) variance 

from error (between-coder) variance.  Using these equations, inter-rate reliability for 

positive communication was 0.79 for wives and 0.77 for husbands.  Inter-rater reliability 

for negative communication was 0.89 for wives and 0.84 for husbands.  

 

Data Analysis 

 

Data were analyzed using hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; Bryk & 

Raudenbush, 1992).  HLM was chosen for this study because it is an approach to analysis 

that is designed to (1) take into account multiple levels of data, (2) account for non-

independent data, and (3) allow for examination of compositional effects.  When using 

HLM, it is possible to examine relationships between variables at the conversation level 

and person level, and thus distinguish between within- and between- person effects.  In 

addition, traditional regression approaches assume that each data point is independent; 
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that is, each piece of data is not in any way systematically related to any other piece of 

data.  When this assumption is violated, the results are biased (Willms, 1999).  This 

assumption is violated in this study, as each person has multiple pieces of data that may 

be systematically related to their other data points and their spouse’s data.  HLM thus 

takes this into account, and produces coefficients similar to correlations while 

appropriately handling the non-independence of the data.  Finally, HLM was used 

because it allows compositional effects to be revealed.  Because of these reasons, HLM 

was deemed the best approach to data analysis. 

Hierarchical linear modeling equations were created and tested for each of the 

relevant hypotheses.  Separate analyses were conducted for husbands and wives.  All 

variables were standardized before analysis to aid in interpretation.  All equations 

followed the same basic format, including one dependent variable and one independent 

variable.  The independent variable is entered at two different levels, producing a within-

person effect and a compositional effect.  For example, an equation was created to use 

strong word count score to predict strong observed behavior score.  At the first level of 

analysis (Level 1), each person’s strong word count score was used to predict that 

person’s strong observed behavior score.  The Level 1 equation appears as follows: 

Ypi  = Bp0 + Bp1 (strong word count scorepi) + e 

For each person, the dependent variable (strong observed behavior score) was 

assessed on four different conflict incidents, and Ypi is the score on that variable for the 

person p for conflict conversation “i.”  The slope for person p (Bp1) is estimated using that 

person’s four strong word count scores.  This slope represents the within-person effects, 

or the extent that within-person changes in strong word count scores across the different 

conversations predict corresponding changes in strong observed behavior scores.  The 
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intercept (Bp0) gives a person’s expected score on the dependent variable (strong 

observed behavior score) when all the within-person fluctuations on the predictor 

variable (strong word count score) are held constant. Finally, error (e) is accounted for in 

each conversation.  

 After computing this slope and intercept for each person in the sample, these 

parameters were then used as outcome variables in second-level (Level 2) equations in 

order to assess compositional effects.  The Level 2 equations appear as follows: 

Bp0  = γ00 + γ01(mean strong word count scorep)  + r, 

Bp1  = γ10. 

In the Level 2 equation, strong observed behavior score (Bp0) is predicted by mean 

strong word count score, which is computed for each participant by taking the average of 

his or her strong word count scores across all con 

versations.  The slope in this equation (γ01) represents indicates the extent to 

which a person’s strong word count score predicts his or her typical strong observed 

behavior score, after holding constant all within-person effects.  The other Level 2 

equation provides an estimate for the average within-person slope (Bp1), which represents 

the pooled, within-person association between strong word count score and strong 

observed behavior score after removing the compositional effects.  Taken together, the 

Level 1 and Level 2 equations separate the total explained variance in the dependent 

variable into within-person effects (Level 1) and compositional effects (Level 2).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Results 

 

As an initial step in data analysis, descriptive statistics were computed for all 

variables using a single dataset with all observations from all participants.  These are 

reported in Table 1.  All variables except two showed a normal distribution.  Strong word 

count score and weak observed behavior score showed a negatively skewed distribution 

for both husbands and wives.  Following Howell’s (2007) suggestion, a logarithmic 

transformation was performed on the data to account for the non-normal distribution.  All 

analyses were computed with both the transformed and non-transformed data, and there 

were no meaningful differences in the results.  Thus, the non-transformed data were used 

for the final analyses.   

Gender differences were evaluated using an independent samples t-test in SPSS, 

and the results of this and corresponding effect sizes are presented in Table 1.  There 

were no significant gender differences for any variable except strong word count score.  

Wives, on average, had strong word count scores that were .13 higher than husbands (or 

in other words, wives had .13 more interruptions than husbands)  per conversation 

(difference score SD = .51), t(81) = 2.28, p = .03. 

As a preliminary analysis, correlations were run between all variables in a 

randomly selected conversation (conversation 3.)  These correlations are reported in 

Table 2.  Although these correlations did not make use of all the data and did not test for 

compositional effects, they provided preliminary findings regarding the hypotheses.   
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

Outcome Variable Husbands Wives 

 

Gender Differences 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean 

 

SD 

 

t-score 

 

Cohen’s d 

 

Strong 

 

 

SM 

 

0.05 

 

0.02 

 

0.05 

 

0.02 

 

0.60 

 

0.13 

 

WC 

 

4.37 

 

5.67 

 

4.45 

 

6.07 

 

2.28* 

 

0.51 

  

Observed 

 

1.36 

 

0.49 

 

1.54 

 

0.71 

 

0.43 

 

0.10 

 

Weak 

 

SM 

 

0.10 

 

0.04 

 

0.11 

 

0.04 

 

1.09 

 

0.24 

 

WC 

 

3.32 

 

1.27 

 

3.44 

 

1.29 

 

0.47 

 

0.10 

  

Observed 

 

3.27 

 

1.10 

 

3.36 

 

1.08 

 

0.29 

 

0.06 

 

Marital Satisfaction 

 

4.90 

 

.62 

 

4.85 

 

0.63 

 

0.93 

 

0.21 

 

Positive Comm. 

 

-0.01 

 

0.87 

 

-0.01 

 

0.89 

 

0.00 

 

0.00 

 

Negative Comm. 

 

0.01 

 

0.81 

 

0.01 

 

0.85 

 

0.07 

 

0.01 

Note.  *p < .05, **p < .01.   SM = semantic meaning score, WC = word count score.  Scores for 

positive communication and negative communication were previously standardized based on the 

present sample plus additional cases.   

 

It was expected that all three variables measuring strong influence tactics would 

be positively correlated, however, this was the case only for the association strong word 

count score and strong observed behavior score.  There were no significant relationships 

between the other variables measuring strong influence tactics.  It was also expected that 

all three variables measuring weak influence tactics would be positively correlated, and 

again, this was only the case for the association between weak word count score and 

weak observed behavior score.  No other significant correlations existed for the variables 

measuring weak influence tactics.  In addition, it was expected that variables measuring 

strong influence tactics would show convergent correlations with other measures of  
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Table 2 

 

Conversation 3 Correlations 

 
 

Outcome Variable 

Strong Weak 

SM 

 

WC Observed SM 

 

WC Observed 

 

Strong 

 

 

SM 

 

1 

 

0.18 

 

0.20 

 

0.50** 

 

0.20 

 

0.21 

 

WC 

 

0.10 

 

1 

 

0.43** 

 

0.03 

 

0.01 

 

0.00 

 

Observed 

 

0.21 

 

0.31* 
 

1 

 

0.18 

 

0.09 

 

-0.27* 

 

Weak 

 

SM 

 

0.40** 

 

0.02 

 

0.21 

 

1 

 

0.09 

 

0.04 

 

WC 

 

-0.09 

 

-0.15 

 

-0.17 

 

-0.02 

 

1 

 

0.32** 

 

Observed 

 

-0.08 

 

-0.15 

 

-0.47** 

 

0.01 

 

0.36** 

 

1 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  SM = semantic meaning score, WC = word count 

score.  Husbands’ scores are above the diagonal and wives’ scores are below 

the diagonal.  All coefficients that are in italics indicate expected correlations. 

 

strong influence tactics that were stronger than their correlations with variables 

measuring weak influence tactics, and vice versa.  However, strong and weak semantic 

meaning scores significantly correlated with each other.  In addition, strong and weak 

observed variables were significantly correlated in a negative direction, suggesting that 

the measurement technique had some effect on the relationships between variables.  

Thus, preliminary analyses of this specific conversation suggest that only word count 

score and observed behavior score relate to each other in the expected direction, and that 

strong and weak influence tactics measured through the same technique vary together 

within a conversation. 

 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

 

Although the preliminary correlations were not promising, testing of the 

hypothesized convergent and divergent relationships was continued using a confirmatory 
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factor analysis.  To investigate whether strong and weak influence tactics as measured by 

these approaches were two distinct factors, a two-dimensional model was tested on one 

conversation using LISREL 8.80 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2006).  Conversation 3 was 

selected since it was used in the preliminary analysis.  The variables used in this model 

were the strong and weak influence tactic scores from each of the three methods of 

measurement, thus resulting in six variables altogether.  This model included two factors, 

strong influence tactics and weak influence tactics.  The first factor had three indicators, 

corresponding to the predicted factor structure: (1) strong word count score (2) strong 

semantic meaning score, and (3) strong observed behavior score.  The second factor 

included the three weak variable indicators: (1) weak word count score, (2) weak 

semantic meaning score, and (3) weak observed behavior score.  

The fit of the model was evaluated using a two-index strategy (Hu & Bentler, 

1999) with a cut-off of greater than or equal to 0.95 for the comparative fit index (CFI) 

and a cut-off of less than or equal to 0.09 for the standardized root mean square residual 

(SRMR.)  Taken together, this model did not produce a good fit for husbands (χ
2
(df = 15) 

= 56.52,  p < 0.01, CFI = 0.00, SRMR= 0.19), or wives (χ
2
 (df = 15) = 57.72, p = 0.00, 

CFI = 0.42, SRMR = 0.14).  The two factors showed significant correlations of 0.48 with 

each other for husbands, and -1.30 for wives.  Clearly, a problem with the model exists, 

since a correlation of -1.30 is not possible.  In addition, the parameter estimates, which 

are presented in Table 3, were not interpretable because the standardized values were 

greater than one and the error variances were very large.  Regarding the strong influence 

tactics factor, the standardized factor loadings were not significant at the p < .05 level for 

any of the influence tactics.  Regarding weak influence tactics, the standardized factor 

loading for wives’ weak semantic meaning score was significant (0.26, p = 0.04).  
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Table 3 

 

CFA Standardized Factor Loadings 

 
Outcome 

Variable Husbands Wives 

 

Strong 

 

 

SM 

 

1.20 

 

0.05 

 

WC 

 

0.37 

 

-0.51 

  

Observed 

 

0.60 

 

1.86 

 

Weak 

 

SM 

 

0.20 

 

0.26* 

 

WC 

 

0.10 

 

-0.17 

  

Observed 

 

0.96 

 

2.49 

Note.  *p < .05, **p < .01.   SM = semantic meaning 

score, WC = word count score. 

 

 The preliminary correlation analysis for this conversation (Table 2) highlights the 

fact that the relationships between variables did not follow the expected two-factor 

structure.  In addition, variables measured through the same method were correlated, 

suggesting that mono-method bias occurred.  These problems with the model appear to 

have led to problems in producing a reasonable CFA solution.  In general, the indicators 

of each factor shared so little variance with each other, and the error variances of pairs of 

items based on semantic meaning scores and pairs of items based on observed behavior 

scores were also highly correlated with each other, that an interpretable solution was not 

possible.       

 

Latent Semantic Analysis 

 

A primary objective of this study was to test the validity of semantic meaning 

score by following an approach similar to a multi-trait multi-method matrix (Campbell & 

Fiske, 1959).  The preliminary analyses described in the previous section focused on only 
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one conversation, and did not distinguish between within-person and compositional 

effects.  In order to test validity, the next step was to conduct similar analyses on all 

conversations and measure both within-person and compositional effects.  Because all 

three measures of strong influence tactics were purported to be measures of the same 

construct, semantic meaning score was expected to have strong associations with the 

other methods of measurement.  In addition, the associations between measures of the 

same construct were expected to be stronger than relationships between measures of 

different constructs.   

In order to investigate this, HLM models were created and tested using semantic 

meaning score to predict word count score and observed behavior score at within-person 

and compositional levels.  Separate models were tested using semantic meaning scores to 

predict strong and weak word count score and strong and weak observed behavior score.  

These analyses were used to test convergent and divergent validity of semantic meaning 

score.  The results (presented in Table 4) suggested a lack of convergent validity for 

within-person semantic meaning score.  Out of eight expected within-person coefficients, 

none were significant.   

The results also suggest a lack of divergent validity for within-person scores, 

because the relationships between strong and weak semantic meaning score and measures 

of different hypothesized constructs were not consistently weaker than the relationships 

between strong and weak semantic meaning scores and measures of the same 

hypothesized constructs.  Because none of the convergent validity coefficients were 

significant, the differences between the convergent and divergent validity results were not 

tested for significance.  Semantic meaning score also showed evidence of mono-method  
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Table 4 

 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients  

Testing the Validity of Semantic Meaning Scores 

 
 

 

Outcome variable 

 

Strong SM 

  

Weak SM 

Within Compositional  Within Compositional 

 

Strong 

 

 

 

 

 

WC 

 

 

0.04 

 

 

0.29** 

Husbands  

 

-0.02 

 

 

0.07 

Observed 0.08 -0.02  0.10 -0.07 

SM    0.27** 0.32* 

Weak  

WC 

 

0.04 

 

0.10 

  

0.01 

 

0.17 

Observed 0.02 0.27  0.05 0.34* 

SM 0.29** 0.23    

 

Strong 

 

 

WC 

 

 

-0.12 

 

 

0.22 

Wives  

 

-0.07 

 

 

0.03 

 Observed 0.04 -0.05  0.06 0.03 

 SM    0.32** 0.10 

Weak  

WC 

 

0.08 

 

0.15 

  

-0.04 

 

0.06 

 Observed -0.08 0.44**  0.03 0.30* 

 SM 0.32** 0.10    

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  SM = semantic meaning score, WC = word count score.  All 

coefficients that are in standard font indicate a test of convergent validity, and all coefficients that 

are italicized indicate a test of divergent validity.   HLM coefficients were calculated using an 

equation including one dependent variable and one predictor variable which was entered at two 

different levels, producing a within-person effect and a compositional effect.  

 

bias at the within-person level, which occurs when two scales using the same 

measurement method correlate with each other.  For both husbands' and wives' within-

person scores, weak semantic meaning score significantly predicted strong semantic 

meaning score, and strong semantic meaning score significantly predicted weak semantic 

meaning score.  This indicates that when someone scored high on one measure of 

semantic meaning score, they were likely to score high on the other measure as well, 

even though these are hypothesized to be measures of different constructs.   
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Compositional effects were investigated for all equations.  Again, a compositional 

effect occurs when a person’s average levels of a predictor variable predict the dependent 

variable more accurately than their score in each particular conversation.  Interestingly, 

several significant compositional effects were discovered, and these are presented in 

Table 4 as well.  Weak semantic meaning score showed convergent validity with weak 

observed behavior score for husbands and wives at the compositional level.  Therefore, 

weak semantic meaning score appears to be measuring a construct similar to the construct 

being measured by weak observed behavior score, but only when measured at a 

compositional level.   In addition, strong semantic meaning score showed convergent 

validity with strong word count score for husbands.  However, strong semantic meaning 

score predicted weak observed behavior score for wives at the compositional level.  This 

result was not predicted by the hypotheses and likely is a result of mono-method bias 

between strong and weak semantic meaning scores.      

 

Word Count 

 

Another primary objective of this study was to test the validity of word count 

score in the same way as it was tested for semantic meaning score, by following an 

approach similar to a multi-trait multi-method matrix.  In order to investigate the validity 

of word count scores as measures of influence tactics, separate HLM models were tested 

using word count score to predict strong and weak semantic meaning scores and strong 

and weak observed behavior scores at the within-person and compositional levels.  These 

analyses were used to test convergent and divergent validity of word count score.   

The results (presented in Table 5) suggested a lack of convergent validity for 

within-person word count scores as well.  Out of eight predicted associations, there were  
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Table 5 

 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients Testing the Validity of Word Count Scores 

 
 

 

Outcome variable 

 

Strong WC 

  

Weak WC 

Within Compositional  Within Compositional 

 

Strong 

 

 

 

 

 

SM 

 

 

-0.04 

 

 

0.12 

 

Husbands 

 

 

0.04 

 

 

0.09 

Observed 0.04 0.29*  0.18* -0.16 

WC    -0.04 0.10 

Weak  

SM 

 

-0.02 

 

0.04 

  

0.02 

 

0.15 

Observed 0.04 -0.05  0.08 0.20 

WC -0.03 0.07    

Strong  

SM 

 

-0.08 

 

0.11 

Wives  

0.12 

 

0.07 

Observed -0.02 0.36**  -0.09 -0.20 

WC    -0.26* 0.08 

Weak  

SM 

 

-0.05 

 

0.03 

  

-0.06 

 

0.08 

Observed -0.02 -0.07  0.11 0.24 

WC -0.11* 0.04    

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  SM = semantic meaning score, WC = word count score.  All 

coefficients that are in standard font indicate a test of convergent validity, and all coefficients that 

are italicized indicate a test of divergent validity.  HLM coefficients were calculated using an 

equation including one dependent variable and one predictor variable which was entered at two 

different levels, producing a within-person effect and a compositional effect. 

 

zero significant associations in the expected direction.  The associations between strong 

and weak word count scores and measures of different hypothesized constructs were not 

consistently weaker than the associations between strong and weak word count scores 

and measures of the same hypothesized constructs.  Because none of the convergent 

validity coefficients were significant, the differences between the convergent and 

divergent validity results were not tested for significance. 
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Compositional effects were again investigated for all equations, and these are also 

presented in Table 5.  One significant compositional effect was found for husbands’ and 

wives’ word count scores suggesting convergent validity: strong word count score 

predicting strong observed behavior score.  This compositional effect was larger than the 

previously reported within-person associations between these variables and indicates that 

an average of strong word count score across conversations is a better predictor of strong 

observed behavior score than the within-person variations.  

 

Reliability 

 

The next hypothesis purported that each measure of influence tactics would be reliable 

across all assessment periods, and this was assessed with intraclass correlations.  

Intraclass correlations measure the ratio of the variance between subjects over the total 

variance.  HLM software (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992) was used to compute intra-class 

correlations by creating a separate set of equations for each variable, with the equations 

appearing as follows:   

Level 1: Ypi = Bp0 + e 

Level 2: Bp0 = γ01 + r. 

The variable being investigated was entered into the equation as the outcome 

variable (Ypi).  The equations were then used to compare the amount of variance within-

persons (e) to the amount of variance between persons (r) by calculating the correlation 

as r / (e + r).  This gave the intraclass correlation coefficients for each variable, which are 

reported in Table 6. 

These coefficients were generally lower than expected, suggesting that variables 

showed high within-person variability and low between-person variability.  This suggests 
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Table 6 

 

Intraclass Correlations of Influence Tactics 

 

Outcome 

Variable 
 

 

Husbands Wives 

 

Strong 

 

 

SM 

 

0.26 

 

0.24 

 

WC 

 

0.56 

 

0.38 

  

Observed 

 

0.26 

 

0.44 

 

Weak 

 

SM 

 

0.19 

 

0.04 

 

WC 

 

0.31 

 

0.46 

  

Observed 

 

0.44 

 

0.42 

 

Positive Comm. 

 

0.61 

 

0.66 

 

Negative Comm. 

 

0.45 

 

0.57 

Note.  SM = semantic meaning score, WC = 

word count score. 

 

 

that these are not very stable measures and tend to fluctuate over time.  However, it is 

unclear from this statistic if the scores are unreliable due to the measure being used or 

due to actual fluctuations in the individuals’ communication tactics.  These low reliability 

scores may provide insight into the lack of strong relationships between variables 

previously reported.   

 

Marital Satisfaction 

 

To analyze the third hypothesis regarding the relationship between influence 

tactics and marital satisfaction, a correlation was calculated using SPSS for each partner’s 

use of strong and weak influence tactics and that person’s self-reported marital 

satisfaction.  Because marital satisfaction was presumed to remain relatively stable over 
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the short span of time during the assessment, it was assessed only one time.  Therefore, 

an HLM analysis was not necessary for this hypothesis.  An average score was created 

for each person for each of the variables measuring influence tactics so that it could be 

compared with that person’s self-reported marital satisfaction.  A correlation was also 

calculated between each person’s use of strong and weak influence tactics and his or her 

partner’s self-reported marital satisfaction.  A t-test (p < .05) was run to test these 

correlations for significance, and these results are presented in Table 7.   

 

Table 7 

 

Correlations between Influence Tactics and Marital Satisfaction 

 
 

Influence Tactics 

 

Husband Satisfaction 

 

 

 

Wife Satisfaction 

 

Strong 

 

 

 

 

SM 

 

-0.04 

Husbands  

0.16 

WC -0.09  0.03 

Observed -0.41**  -0.35** 

Weak  

SM 

 

0.26* 

  

0.30** 

WC 0.04  0.13 

Observed 0.49**  0.50** 

 

Strong 

 

 

SM 

 

 

0.19 

Wives  

0.19 

 WC -0.16  -0.04 

 Observed -0.32**  -0.37** 

Weak  

SM 

 

0.30** 

  

0.31** 

 WC 0.14  0.27* 

 Observed 0.54**  0.61** 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01. SM = semantic meaning score, WC = word count score. 
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It was predicted that strong word count score and strong semantic meaning score 

would negatively correlate with marital satisfaction for both partners.  These relationships 

were not significant.  No hypotheses were made about the relationship between strong 

observed influence tactics and marital satisfaction, since the goal of this study was to 

validate the language based procedures.  However, analyses were run to explore this 

relationship as well, and husbands’ and wives’ strong observed behavior score showed 

moderate negative correlations with both husband satisfaction and wife satisfaction.   

It was also predicted that weak word count score and weak semantic meaning 

score would positively correlate with marital satisfaction for both partners.  Significant 

associations were discovered between some of these variables.  Weak semantic meaning 

score consistently correlated with marital satisfaction.  Husbands’ and wives’ weak 

semantic meaning scores both showed small to moderate positive correlations with 

husband satisfaction and wife satisfaction.  In addition, wives’ weak word count score 

showed a small positive correlation with wife satisfaction.  Husbands’ weak observed 

behavior score showed a moderate correlation with husband satisfaction and a strong 

correlation with wife satisfaction in the expected direction.  Again, although no 

hypotheses were made about the association between weak observed behavior and 

marital satisfaction, analyses were run to explore this association.  Husbands’ weak 

observed behavior score showed a moderate correlation with husband satisfaction and a 

strong correlation with wife satisfaction in the expected direction.  Wives’ weak observed 

behavior score showed a strong positive correlation with husband satisfaction and wife 

satisfaction.  Thus, some hypothesized relationships between these variables and marital 

satisfaction were revealed. In particular, the relationship between weak semantic meaning 

score and satisfaction supports our hypothesis.       
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Communication Behaviors 

 

The final hypothesis posited that strong and weak influence tactics would 

correlate with negative and positive communication behaviors, respectively.  HLM 

equations were created and tested for each of these associations using influence tactics to 

predict communication behaviors at the within-person and compositional levels.  The 

results (presented in Tables 8, 9, and 10) provide some evidence in support of this 

hypothesis.  

Table 8 

 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients Testing Semantic Meaning Scores as 

Predictors of Communication Behaviors 

 
 

Outcome 

variable 

 

Strong Semantic Meaning 

  

Weak Semantic Meaning 

Within Compositional  Within Compositional 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

0.08 

 

 

0.14 

Husbands  

 

0.08 

 

 

0.36* 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.03 

 

-0.01 

  

0.00 

 

-0.15 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

-0.01 

 

 

0.18 

Wives  

 

0.04 

 

 

0.24 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.02 

 

0.06 

  

0.04 

 

-0.09 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  All coefficients that are in bold indicate a test of convergent 

validity, and all coefficients that are italicized indicate a test of divergent validity.  

HLM coefficients were calculated using an equation including one dependent variable 

and one predictor variable which was entered at two different levels, producing a 

within-person effect and a compositional effect.  

 

Out of these four expected effects, one was significant: strong word count score 

significantly predicted negative communication behaviors for both husbands and wives 

(shown in Table 9).  No hypotheses were made about the relationship between strong 
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observed influence tactics and negative communication behaviors, but analyses were run 

to explore this relationship, and strong observed behavior score significantly predicted 

negative communication behaviors for husbands (shown in Table 10.)   

Table 9 

 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients Testing Word Count Scores as Predictors of 

Communication Behaviors 

 
 

Outcome 

variable 

 

Strong Word Count 

  

Weak Word Count 

Within Compositional  Within Compositional 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

-0.06 

 

 

-0.03 

Husbands  

 

0.09 

 

 

0.28 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.29** 

 

0.00 

  

0.02 

 

-0.17 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

-0.03 

 

 

-0.15 

Wives  

 

0.07 

 

 

0.39** 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.17** 

 

0.19* 

  

-0.04 

 

-0.37** 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  All coefficients that are in bold indicate a test of convergent 

validity, and all coefficients that are italicized indicate a test of divergent validity.  

HLM coefficients were calculated using an equation including one dependent variable 

and one predictor variable which was entered at two different levels, producing a 

within-person effect and a compositional effect.  

 

It was also expected that weak semantic meaning score and weak word count 

score would predict positive communication behaviors.  At the within-person level, none 

of these associations were significant (shown in Tables 8 and 9.)  Again, analyses were 

run to test the relationship between weak observed behaviors and positive communication 

behaviors, even though these were not part of the original hypotheses, and weak observed 

behavior score significantly predicted positive communication behaviors for husbands 

and wives (shown in Table 10.)  It is important to note that the significant correlations 
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were all small to medium, which are not high enough to suggest any of these are 

redundant constructs.   

Table 10 

 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients Testing Observed Behavior Scores as 

Predictors of Communication Behaviors 

 
 

Outcome 

variable 

 

Strong Observed 

  

Weak Observed 

Within Compositional  Within Compositional 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

-0.14** 

 

 

-0.29* 

Husbands  

 

0.18** 

 

 

0.63** 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.29** 

 

0.50** 

  

-0.14 

 

-0.24 

 

Positive 

Comm. 

 

 

-0.07 

 

 

-0.50** 

Wives  

 

-0.04 

 

 

-0.17** 

Negative 

Comm. 

 

0.07 

 

0.61** 

  

-0.17** 

 

-0.36** 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.  All coefficients that are in bold indicate a test of convergent 

validity, and all coefficients that are italicized indicate a test of divergent validity.  

HLM coefficients were calculated using an equation including one dependent variable 

and one predictor variable which was entered at two different levels, producing a 

within-person effect and a compositional effect.  

 

Compositional effects also were investigated for the relationships between 

influence tactics and communication behaviors, and these results are also presented in 

Tables 8, 9, and 10.  The results suggest that compositional effects are important when 

predicting communication behavior.  Regarding strong influence tactics, strong word 

count scores showed convergent validity with negative communication in wives.  Again, 

although not a focus of the hypotheses, strong observed behavior scores showed 

compositional effects when predicting both positive and negative communication 

behaviors for husbands and wives.  Regarding convergent validity in weak influence 

tactics, weak semantic meaning scores significantly predicted positive communication 
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behaviors for husbands, and weak word count scores significantly predicted positive 

communication behaviors for wives.  The relationships between weak observed behavior 

scores and positive communication were also explored, and weak observed behavior 

scores showed significant compositional effects when predicting positive communication 

in husbands and wives.  Generally, the compositional effects were stronger than the 

within-person relationships between variables, suggesting that the between-person 

variance in influence tactics predicts something more about communication behaviors 

than can be predicted by within-person variance.  In addition, the associations suggesting 

convergent validity were all stronger than the associations between the hypothesized 

unrelated constructs, providing evidence for divergent validity as well.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Discussion 

 

 

 This study investigated the validity and reliability of computer-based language 

measures of power processes within relationship conflict conversations, as well as the 

links between power processes, communication behaviors, and marital satisfaction.  The 

results suggest that these programs are not capturing the constructs that they were 

originally hypothesized to measure.  The associations between hypothesized measures of 

the same construct were generally not strong enough to suggest convergent validity.  

However, some of the measures still appear to be important when attempting to 

understand power in relationships.  Strong semantic meaning score showed a significant 

positive association with strong word count score at the compositional level, and a 

positive association with weak semantic meaning score, which was unexpected.  Weak 

semantic meaning score showed convergent validity with weak observed score at the 

compositional level.  Weak semantic meaning score also consistently correlated with 

marital satisfaction.  Strong word count score consistently showed convergent validity 

with strong observed scores at the compositional level, and also showed a positive 

relationship with negative communication behaviors.  Weak word count score did not 

show convergent validity; however, for wives, it was positively associated with positive 

observed communication behaviors and negatively associated with negative observed 

behavior scores at the compositional level. Although the results did not show validity as 

predicted, it appears that these measures are capturing some valuable constructs.  The 

large number of compositional effects is especially interesting.  
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Failure to Support Validity 

 

Based on the multi-trait multi-method approach to validity, it was expected that 

strong word count score, strong semantic meaning score, and strong observed behavior 

score would all show strong significant associations with each other, and the same was 

expected for the weak variables.  This hypothesis was not supported, as none of these 

showed significant associations except when looking at compositional effects.  This 

approach also predicted that the associations between variables measuring different 

constructs would be smaller than the associations between variables measuring the same 

constructs.  However, because the associations between variables measuring the same 

constructs were smaller than expected, this was not found to be true either.   

It was expected that strong semantic meaning score would significantly predict 

strong word count score and strong observed behavior score at the within-person level.  

This hypothesis was generally not supported.  These results again suggest that strong 

semantic meaning score is not capturing the same construct as strong word count score or 

strong observed behavior score.  It may be that semantic meaning score is not actually a 

valid measure, or it may be that it is not a measure of the exact same construct as word 

count score or observed behavior score, but instead taps into a different aspect of 

influence tactics.   

Weak semantic meaning score was expected to significantly predict weak word 

count score and weak observed behavior score.  This hypothesis was weakly supported.  

Weak semantic meaning scores showed convergent validity with observed behavior 

scores, and this was a compositional effect, rather than a within-person effect.  Again, 

this provides evidence that semantic meaning scores are not measuring the same 

construct as word count scores or observed behavior scores.   
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An unexpected finding was that weak semantic meaning score significantly 

predicted strong semantic meaning score, and strong semantic meaning score 

significantly predicted weak semantic meaning score at the within-person level.  This 

suggests that perhaps the measurement of strong and weak semantic meaning scores 

overlaps.  Although these are hypothesized to be measures of different constructs, it 

appears that the constructs they measure are somewhat similar.  Baucom (2008) found a 

large correlation between these two scores too, so this result is not unique to the current 

study.  It helps provide some understanding of why these scores may not have had the 

expected validity as well.  If they are correlated due to mono-method bias, then there is 

less likelihood that they are valid measures of unique constructs. 

It was also expected that strong word count score would significantly predict 

strong semantic meaning score and strong observed behavior score at the within-person 

level.  Again, this hypothesis was not directly supported, bringing into question whether 

strong word count score is actually measuring the same thing as the other two measures.  

When looking at compositional effects, strong word count score did significantly predict 

strong observed behavior score.   

Weak word count score was expected to significantly predict weak semantic 

meaning score and weak observed behavior score.  In the preliminary correlation analysis 

using conversation 3, there was a significant correlation between weak word count score 

and weak observed behavior score.  However, when using HLM equations and analyzing 

the entire data set, neither this association nor the association between weak word count 

score and weak semantic meaning score were significant.  Again, this fails to provides 

evidence in support of the hypothesis, suggesting that weak word count score does not 
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measure the same construct as weak semantic meaning score and weak observed behavior 

score.   

No association was found between weak word count score and marital 

satisfaction. Baucom (2008) found a positive association in one sample and no 

association in a second sample. The current study fails to provide evidence in support of a 

relationship between these variables.    

In addition, factor analysis did not produce a two factor structure for strong and 

weak influence tactics as expected.  These results were surprising. Although Baucom 

(2008) did not calculate these relationships in his study, it was assumed that these 

different methods of measurement were all measuring the same underlying constructs.  

These results bring that assumption into question.  The pattern of results suggests that 

these language-based measures are not measuring the same construct as observationally 

based measures, and therefore, one type of measurement cannot be substituted for another 

type.  However, because the variables were related when using compositional effects, 

they do not appear to be worthless measures. Instead, it appears that each of them tap into 

different constructs, potentially different aspects of influence tactics.  Although this 

contradicts our hypothesis, the current study is the first to examine this, and this 

knowledge will serve as very important for future studies using these methods of 

measuring influence tactics. It will be important for future researchers to flesh out the 

differences between the constructs captured by these different techniques, as well as 

simply to understand that they cannot be used interchangeably.    
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Weak Semantic Meaning Score 

 

Although the results generally failed to support validity in the expected manner, 

there were several interesting findings that may help provide insight in to what the 

language-based variables are actually measuring.  For example, the compositional effect 

for weak semantic meaning score when predicting observed behavior score suggests that 

there is a small association between these two constructs, but not at the within-person 

level.  The inconsistency of semantic meaning score across conversations suggests that 

semantic meaning score is capturing something different than simply influence tactic use 

in a specific conversation.  It is also possible that a ten minute conversation is not long 

enough to accurately capture a person's levels of semantic meaning score.  Therefore, 

perhaps it is necessary to take an average of semantic meaning scores across time and 

conversations, rather than focusing on one ten minute conversation, to truly capture this 

construct.   

Weak semantic meaning score consistently correlated with marital satisfaction, in 

support of our hypothesis.  Baucom (2008) did not find this relationship to be significant 

in his study, and thus our results are theoretically expected but unique from previous 

research.  Therefore, the findings in the current study provide evidence that there is a 

relationship between weak semantic meaning scores and marital satisfaction in both 

partners.  Previous research has found that weak semantic meaning scores are 

significantly associated with positive treatment response to Integrative Behavioral 

Couple’s Therapy (IBCT).  Baucom, Atkins, and Christenson (2009) report that 

distressed couples were more likely to respond positively to treatment when they had 

higher weak semantic meaning scores.  It appears that weak semantic meaning score 

plays some role in marital satisfaction and couple’s therapy outcome.  Although this 
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association as measured is correlational and not causational, this construct will likely be 

useful for couples therapists to understand.   

 

Strong Semantic Meaning Score 

 

Although strong semantic meaning score was clearly not a valid measure of 

influence tactics within a conversation as expected, this measure did produce one 

significant result.  For husbands, strong semantic meaning score predicted strong word 

count score at the compositional level.  This suggests that strong semantic meaning 

scores when measured across conversations are more useful in some cases than a strong 

semantic meaning score in one particular conversation.  It appears these scores do not 

capture the same construct as observed behavior scores as hypothesized, but they capture 

a related construct that does not vary with observed behavior scores at a within-person 

level, but instead at a compositional level.  The fact that strong semantic meaning score 

was significantly associated with weak semantic meaning score provides some clue that 

both strong and weak semantic meaning scores are capturing at least some aspect of the 

same construct.  Perhaps both strong and weak semantic meaning scores capture 

something else, for example, the extent to which a conversation is actually a conflict 

discussion, common words that people use during a conflict conversation, or a person’s 

attitude toward their spouse.   

 

Weak Word Count Score 

 

Weak word count score was generally not shown to be a valid measure of weak 

influence tactics within a conversation, but there were some interesting results for this 

variable.  Weak word count score was expected to associate with positive communication 

behaviors.  This prediction was partially supported by the results, as weak word count 
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score showed a moderate within-person association with positive communication 

behaviors for wives.  It is interesting that this association occurs only for wives.  Baucom 

(2008) found that weak word count score negatively related to withdrawing behaviors in 

women, but this relationship was weaker in men.  The results of the current study provide 

evidence that, for women, weak word count score is not only related to a lack of negative 

communication behaviors, but also the use of specific positive communication behaviors.  

Therefore, the relationship between weak word count score and communication 

behaviors may be stronger for wives than husbands.  Perhaps, again, this has something 

to do with relative power bases between husbands and wives, but this is only speculation 

– further research may be useful to flesh this out. 

 

Strong Word Count Score 

 

 The strong word count score variable provided a measure of how many times a 

person interrupted his or her partner during each conversation.  This score failed to show 

validity as a measure of strong influence tactics within a conversation.  However, when 

looking at compositional effects, strong word count score significantly predicted strong 

observed behavior score.  This finding suggests that a person’s use of interruptions over 

time is a better predictor of their observed behavior score than their use of interruptions 

in a specific conversation.  The association between strong word count score and strong 

observed behavior score may function at a higher level than can be measured in a ten 

minute conversation.  Therefore, when using interruptions as a measure of influence 

tactics, it may be important to gain a larger sample of language across multiple 

conversations rather than using only one conversation. 
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Strong word count score was expected to predict negative communication 

behaviors, and the results of this study were consistent with the predicted relationship: 

strong word count score showed a small association with negative communication 

behaviors.  Therefore, when a person uses more interruptions in a specific conversation, 

they are viewed as having slightly more negative communication behaviors by an 

observer.  Baucom (2008) found that strong word count score was significantly 

associated with demandingness, a type of negative communication behavior.  Thus, it 

seems clear that there that there is a consistent within-person relationship between strong 

word count score and negative communication behavior. 

 Strong word count score also showed a compositional effect when predicting 

negative communication behaviors in wives.  Husbands’ strong word count scores varied 

with their negative communication behaviors within each conversation, whereas for 

wives, the average strong word count score was a better predictor of negative 

communication behaviors in a specific conversation.  Frequency of interruptions has been 

linked to power bases, in that more powerful people tend to interrupt their partner 

significantly more than those with less power (Kollock et al, 1985). Perhaps husbands, 

who typically hold more power bases and outcomes than wives, feel freer to vary their 

interruptions with their negative emotion (Zimmerman & West, 1975). On the other 

hand, wives who hold more power bases may feel freer to interrupt their husband than 

wives with fewer power bases, thus accounting for the compositional effect.  Strong word 

count score may partially capture power bases, especially in wives.  Future research may 

want to investigate the relationship between power bases and strong word count score. 
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Reliability of Influence Tactics 

 

Reliability was lower than expected for this study.  Previous research has reported 

consistency in language use across conversations, and it was expected that this study 

would have similar results (Fogle & Sanford, 2009; Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 

2003).  However, there are several differences between this research study and previous 

studies. Prior research examining language use through word counts and semantic 

meaning has typically examined variables that were previously found to be reliable.  

Pennebaker and King (1999) pioneered the study of word counts, and when measuring 72 

different language dimensions, established that pronouns were one of the most reliable 

word count scores.  (They did not measure strong or weak word count scores.)  Thus, 

other word count studies have often focused on assessing pronouns (e.g. Fogle & 

Sanford, 2009; Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003).  Test-retest reliability has 

never been measured for strong and weak word count scores and semantic meaning 

scores.  Therefore, the lower reliability in this study may be due to the fact that influence 

tactics were being assessed rather than pronouns.   

Much previous research examining reliability in influence tactic use has been self-

report (Van Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003).  Self-report data has historically been 

incongruent with observational data when measuring power in couples (Olson & Straus, 

1972).  Therefore, it could be true that people are not able to accurately assess this 

concept in themselves and the true amount of fluctuation between conversations.  It could 

also be that influence tactics fluctuate too much within each conversation to show strong 

reliability.  Lending support to this idea, Cooke and Kipnis (1986) observed therapist’s 

use of influence tactics and found that the frequency and proportion of use of influence 

tactics significantly changed over the course of one session.     
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Perhaps strong and weak word count and semantic analysis scores are more 

variable than other language dimensions.  Scores were initially expected to fluctuate at a 

within-person level, and this was not found to be the case.  Because of this lack of within-

person effects, the low reliability suggests that a single ten minute conversation does not 

provide enough data to be reliable.  It appears that there are too many random things that 

can influence scores on these variables within a conversation.  The existence of 

compositional effects suggests that the language-based measures of influence tactics may 

need to be averaged across multiple conversations in order to gain an accurate picture of 

a person’s general use of influence tactics. Conversation-level measures may not be as 

helpful in understanding these variables as measures across multiple interactions.  

 

Compositional Effects 

 

 The results do suggest that language use is important in couples’ conflict 

conversations and significantly relates to other variables.  However, the significant 

associations occurred mainly at compositional levels, rather than the expected within-

person levels.  The large number of compositional effects in this study suggests that these 

techniques may function at a higher level than previously realized.  Perhaps, to get a 

reliable score, it is necessary to assess multiple conversations, as the constructs captured 

by these techniques are not reliably measured within a single conversation.  As the 

reliability of semantic meaning scores and word count scores has not previously been 

assessed, this is an important discovery of this study.    

Why were compositional effects so prevalent for these constructs?  It could be 

that semantic analysis scores and word count scores indicate a more stable, general 

quality than hypothesized. Perhaps they do not, in fact, represent influence tactics within 
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a certain conversation, but rather are a measure of overall power within the relationship 

or an overall communication style.  Much of the previous research on influence tactics 

has been done in the professional and legal realms, where there is not an intimate 

relationship as there is in a couples’ relationship.  Perhaps the emotional connection 

within the intimate relationship is more important than language in one specific 

conversation in predicting satisfaction, communication, and observed behaviors, and thus 

assessment across multiple conversations is necessary to capture this more fully.  

Therefore, word count score may not covary with observed behavior score at a within-

person level, but when measured across multiple conversations, they are related.  

Word count and semantic analysis scores, then, may be useful to future 

researchers because they do appear to function at a higher level than previously realized.  

It will be important for researchers to flesh out other within-person or compositional 

associations: Is influence tactic use associated with conversation topic?  Is it associated 

with the actor’s mood or the partner’s mood? Does it matter who brought up the 

unresolved issue?  It may also be the case that more data is needed than just one 

conversation to accurately measure a person's semantic meaning scores or word count 

scores.  Questions like these could help us understand these measures and further develop 

the theory of influence tactics.  

 

Limitations 

 

A key limitation in this study was the use of the SCID to code observed behavior 

scores.  Although the SCID was specifically created to measure power dynamics in 

couples’ problem solving conversations and disagreements, it has not specifically been 

validated as a measure of strong or weak influence tactics (Lindahl & Malik, 2000).  The 
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SCID was used because there were no validated observational systems specifically 

measuring strong and weak influence tactics in the literature, and the SCID was the only 

observational coding system that measured power processes in couples' conflict 

conversations and therefore appeared appropriate for this study.  Unfortunately, the 

results suggest that the codes used for observed behavior scores may not have measured 

what they were intended to measure.  In particular, “Problem-Solving Communication” 

was the code that was theoretically expected to best represent weak observed influence 

tactics.  However, weak observed influence tactics involve many behaviors such as acting 

nice, flattery, hinting, ingratiation, rationality, and inspirational appeals (van 

Knippenberg & Steensma, 2003).  Although some of these neatly fit in the Problem 

Solving Communication category, it is clear that that category may not capture the full 

spectrum of weak influence tactics.  In addition, when taking into account both within-

person and compositional effects, strong and weak observed behavior scores showed high 

correlations with negative and positive communication behaviors, suggesting that these 

may be overlapping constructs.  Also, the inter-rater reliability for this method of 

measurement was acceptable, but not ideal.  Future studies may want to include a self-

report measure of influence tactics in order to validate language based measures of 

influence tactics.  In addition, the development of an observational coding system 

specific to strong and weak influence tactics would be useful to future researchers.  

Along the same lines, the results of this study raise questions about whether 

language based measures are capturing influence tactics, or whether they are measuring 

more general aspects of communication behavior.  Although the LIWC list of hedges 

used to measure weak word count scores was developed from the theory of influence 

tactic use, it is clear that many of the words in this list can be interpreted as reflecting 
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positive communication behaviors.  In addition, the strong and weak text passages can 

also be interpreted as reflecting negative and positive communication behavior, 

respectively.  Therefore, even though influence tactics are theoretically different than 

communication behaviors, it is possible that this study captured general communication 

behaviors, including influence tactics, rather than only specific influence tactics.  Future 

research will likely need to clarify if it is possible to meaningfully distinguish specific 

influence tactics from more general constructs of positive and negative communication.     

It is important to note that this study was also limited by the fact that this sample 

consisted of newlywed couples.  Attitudes, interactions, and satisfaction may be different 

in this sample than they would with couples who have been married for a longer period of 

time.  It is also possible that asking couples to discuss an unresolved conflict pulled for 

more negativity in the interactions, and thus their influence tactics may be different in 

these conversations than in daily interactions.  Another potential limitation was that 

marital satisfaction was only assessed during one session, and therefore changes in 

satisfaction between sessions were not reported. Different results may occur if marital 

satisfaction was assessed each session, or even after each individual conversation. 

 

Future Directions 

 

The current study points to a number of direction for future research.  This study 

expected that semantic meaning scores and word count scores would be valid measures 

of influence tactics, and these hypotheses were not supported.  However, these measures 

still appeared to assess interesting aspects of communication, and therefore it will be 

important for future research to expand upon these findings.  What constructs are actually 

being assessed by semantic meaning and word count scores?  Researchers may want to 
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compare these measures with other measures of communication and power in order to 

gain more understanding of the underlying constructs that are being assessed.  The 

relationship between these scores and other variables, such as conversation topic, 

participant emotion, length of marriage, gender role ideology, or age of spouses, could 

also be assessed to help flesh out these constructs.  It may also be interesting to replicate 

this study with a more ethnically diverse sample in order to see if this plays a role in this 

use of power.  In addition, the variables that produced the strongest results in this study, 

such as weak semantic meaning scores, could be focused on more closely.  Because this 

variable has previously been shown to relate to outcome of couples’ therapy, it is 

important to truly understand what is being measured (Baucom et al., 2009).  Perhaps this 

is measuring a unique underlying construct, such as “engagement in conflict 

conversation” or “willingness to compromise.”  Researchers could assess these factors as 

well as weak semantic meaning scores to address this idea.  It will be important for 

researchers to continue to investigate what these methods are measuring as well as how 

they relate to different variables, because this could have important implications for 

research and clinical work.    
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APPENDIX A 

 

Hedge Words and Phrases 

 

 

Please note that the use of the symbols < > indicate that the word preceding a word in < > 

will only be counted when followed by the word in < >.  For example, the word “a” will 

only be counted when followed by the word “few.”

a <few>  

could <not>  

kind <of> 

a<bit> 

a <touch> 

a <smidge> 

able <to> 

am <certain> 

any <rate> 

be <able> 

be <advisable> 

be <going> 

be <willing> 

can 

cannot 

can't 

certain 

certainly 

could 

couldn't 

do <believe> 

do <know> 

do <think> 

don't <believe> 

don't <know> 

don't <think> 

had <better> 

hadn't <better> 

have <to> 

I <believe> 

I <bet> 

I'm <certain> 

I <guess> 

I <know> 

I <mean> 

I <think> 

I <thought> 

just 

likely 

little <bit> 

may 

maybe 

might 

most <likely> 

necessary 

necessarily 

need <to> 

needn't 

not <believe> 

not <know> 

not <sure> 
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not <think> 

ought <to> 

perhaps 

possible 

possibly 

pretty 

probable 

probably 

seem <to> 

seems <to> 

seems <like> 

shall 

shan't 

should 

sort <of> 

willing 

would 

wouldn't 

you <know> 

you <mean> 

you <think> 
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APPENDIX B 

 

LSA Text Passages 

 

 

Strong Influence Tactics 

Claiming knowledge information facts data, negative affect, insisting insist, defensive, 

criticize, correcting, leaving the scene exit, guilty accountable, seducing, power, 

ridiculing partner ridicule, violent, superiority dominance, insulting, threatening, blame 

fault, changing evading, favors, assertions justifications 

 

Weak Influence Tactics 

Compromising compromise, extremely pleasant cheerful nice, negotiating with partner 

negotiate, clarify explain, complimenting partner compliment, dropping hints, supporting 

partner, agreeing in agreement in accord, helpless powerless weak, problem solving, 

reasoning with partner reason, responsibility accountability, displaying positive affect, 

flattering partner 
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